
Your SAFLOK™ installation is now complete with  
the Simplex™ 5000 pushbutton series. While SAFLOK’s  
other solutions keep your guests safe and secure, the  

Simplex solution provides a comprehensive back-of-house  
response to employee security needs. Simplex 5000 is  

ideal for application in the general manager’s  
office, storage rooms, employee break  
rooms, and even luggage store rooms. 

As the latest addition to the line of mechanical  
pushbutton locks, the Simplex 5000 series offers  

unparalleled strength, convenience, and flexibility.  
Each lock can be programmed with a single code  

that can be shared to provide controlled access. This  
extra-heavy-duty lock contains internal drive parts  
of cast stainless steel and a clutch-free direct-drive  

design. Buttons are easy to press, and its sleek  
design will fit nicely with any existing décor. 

Designed for the simplest installation possible,  
Simplex's non-handed design fits both left- and  

right- hand doors – handing changes in seconds.  
There are models available for both cylindrical  

and exit trim locking options. The Simplex 5000  
is backed by a three-year warranty.

Simplex™

5000 Series

Simplex's non-handed design fits  
both left- and right-hand doors.  
The handing changes in seconds.



Access Single access code – one easy-to-manage code for all users

Programming Lock is easily programmed via keypad without removing lock from the door

Locking Device Cylindrical latch
 1/2" latch with floating faceplate
 3-hour UL/ULC fire rating for "A" label doors

Certifications ADA-approved levers
 ANSI/BHMA A156.2 Grade 1 Certified

Key Override Key-in-lever cylinder
  KABA high-security 1599 6-pin cylinder with Schlage C keyway, keyed differently
  Cylinder and two nickel silver keys included
  Four additional tailpieces included for compatibility with many leading conventional cylinders

Part Number Backset Finish, Housing & Lever

5021 XS WL 03 41
5021 XS WL 04 41
5021 XS WL 26D 41

2-3/4" (70mm) Backset Bright Brass - PVD Finish    605     03
Satin Brass - PVD Finish      606     04
Satin Chrome                    626     26D

5022 XS WL 03 41
5022 XS WL 04 41
5022 XS WL 26D 41

2-3/8" (60mm) Backset Bright Brass - PVD Finish    605     03
Satin Brass - PVD Finish      606     04
Satin Chrome                    626     26D

As Easy as 1-2-3 
PIN codes are made up of any combination of  
one to five numbers (pressed individually or  
simultaneously). The locks allow thousands of  
possible PIN code combinations. PIN codes are  
quickly and easily changed without removing  
the lock from the door. 

Mechanical pushbutton locks are a great solution  
for controlling access between public and private  
areas. The locks are ideal for locations with regular  
personnel turnover. They perform nicely in conjunction  
with other security access systems.

Features
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